
Dr. Prashanth R Reddy.
E.N.T. & Endoscopic sinus
Skull base surgeon
Dr. Prashanth quotes – “”E.N.T. health – ENTry for better senses””.  He adds that
it can be hard to imagine not being able to hear, eat, smell or even sleep properly,
also loss of sense of smell & taste can have a big impact on the day to day life &
safety for the patients. 
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EAR

Often, many people seek help from an ENT doctor when they have pus coming
from one ear/ both ears, ear itching, ear pain, or are hard of hearing. Some may
experience a ringing sensation in the ears (tinnitus)…

Read More …..

NOSE

If you experience fixed nasal block on one side all throughout the day and night,
difficulty  in  breathing  while  doing  strenuous  work,  associated  headache,  or
cosmetic reasons, we can help you out ..

Read More ….

THROAT

Many a time, after a viral fever, you may suffer from throat pain and difficulty
swallowing. It can be due to a viral infection or a secondary bacterial infection.
You may also experience an associated voice change…

Read More …..

HEAD & NECK

There  are  many  reasons  why  people  suffer  from  headaches.  A  few  of  the
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correctable causes are sinusitis, Migraine like headaches, and refractive errors.
An ENT doctor can help you with a detailed examination …

Read More …..

TESTIMONIALS

Patient talking about the surgery

Bhargav

Patient mentioning post surgery how she got relief

Mariyam uyoon

Patient describing about her issues and how she got relieved (Kannada)

Sneha

Patient talking about relief post surgery

Sakshi Prem

Mithun
Visited for Sinus problem
☆
☆
☆
☆
☆

Hi Dr. Prashanth, I’m doing fine now. I think it’s almost over a year of my post-op
of sinus problem and all I can say is that my breathing has significantly improved.
Although in case if I need any help, I will make sure to visit you. Once again, I
truly appreciate your valuable service and thank you very much for your timely
help, Doctor!Thanks, 

https://www.enthealth.in/head/


Raja kolagatla
Visited For Adenotonsillectomy
☆
☆
☆
☆
☆

I have consulted Prashanth multiple times for my younger kid, who has adenoids.
Prashanth is friendly to kids and spends time to understand the exact problem
and symptoms. he is patient enough to answer all  the questions. rather than
rushing for surgery he waited for 6 months to check if the kid is responding to
medicines or not. i would recommend him to anyone looking for E&T treatments.

Karthik
Visited For ENT Problems
☆
☆
☆
☆
☆

Dr Prashanth is very friendly and approachable as a person. He addresses to all
the patient’s  concerns with utmost  care.  He is  very quick in  diagnosing the
problem and treats with minimal  medication.  One of  those rare doctors who
responds to follow up consultations with the same zest. Highy recommended.

ANAND V
Visited For Orbital & Optic Nerve Decompression
☆
☆
☆
☆
☆

I was diagnoised with traumatic optic neuropathy following an injury..most of the



doctors  didnt  give  me  any  hope..it  was  dr  prashanth  with  their  aggresive
approach went ahead with the surgery..when others hesitated..my vision started
to recover after few days..my sincere thanks to dr. Prashanth…
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